and that the camera is not is the same place that the lights.
If the uorescent lights are inside a room for instance and the camera is outside the room, then only the door ickers whereas the rest of the scene is non-ickering.
An example of this is shown in gure 7, where due to the complexity of the scene, the icker requires a pixel-wise granularity.
Some work has been done on icker removal, but only for very smooth spatial variations as it is the case in most archive footage. The aim of this paper is to propose a solution to the problem of localised icker for both archive and in-scene cases. Dealing with the problem of icker requires some attempt to model or measure the uctuation between frames (the estimation process), and then to remove this uctuation in some way (the correction process). After a brief overview of the state of the art deicker algorithms, the following sections examine how to integrate extreme spatial variations by using a new icker model and then how to remove the temporal uctuations by considering a motion compensated ltering of the icker parameters.
Deicker Framework and Related works
Existing deicker techniques consist of two stages: 1) the icker model estimation and 2) the icker compensation that aligns the brightness level.
Flicker Models. In the general sense, the icker artefact between two images u and v can be modeled as a mapping t on the grayscale component that depends on the pixel position x = (x, y):
The outlier term (x) accounts for the image disparities due for instance to motion or missing data. The mapping at a particular pixel is usually modeled as being linear
and non linear in old footage [5, 8, 1] . Ideally the mapping t should be estimated at every pixel site but this would require too much computation. Since the icker artefact is spatially smooth, the solution adopted in the literature is to interpolate the mapping using 2D polynomial [7, 4] , cosine [2] or spline [5] functions. Using splines for instance yields the following interpolation [5] : Flicker Compensation. The second step is to nd the mapping that needs to be applied on each frame to compensate for the uctuations and thus align the brightness levels. This can be done by estimating the icker between the current frame u n and the last restored frame u R n−1 and apply the mapping onto u n . The brightness levels are then locked to match the levels of the rst frame. To avoid error accumulations, Roosmalen [7] relaxes the brightness stabilisation by constructing the restored frame as a mixture of the locked frame u L n (x, y) and the observed image u n (x, y):
where k is a forgetting factor usually set between 0.85 and 0.9. There is thus a trade-o between the amount of deicker that can be handled and the propagation of errors in the restored sequence. The key solution to icker compensation is actually to consider the problem as a ltering problem [2, 5] . Instead of locking the brightness to the previous frame, it should be sought to average the brightness levels between the current frame and its past and future neighbouring frames. The ltering idea [5] can be simplied as follows:
where t n,n+i is the estimated icker mapping that aligns the brightness levels of the current frame u n to match the neighboring frame u n+i . The number of neighbouring frames T can be up to 7 frames forwards and backwards.
This compensation method results in more stable brightness alignment and is also less dependent on a perfect icker estimation since the compensation depends on several estimations.
Flicker Model
The existing deicker algorithms specically target smooth instances of icker and due to their limitations they cannot be scaled to a higher resolution. 
Mixing Model For in-scene Flicker
A rst solution is to consider that a pixel is only aected by a percentage of the original icker source (see gure 2):
This model can be understood by assuming that in inscene icker, the lamp which is the source of icker has a global impact of t 0 (u(x)), but that due to the scene geometry, a particular point can only receive a percentage α(x) of this light. The complexity of the problem is then dramatically reduced because the mapping estimation is done globally, whilst the local variations are modeled with only one parameter α. Thus, provided that the icker can be derived from only one source, the problem comes down to the estimation of one parameter per pixel, which yields a fully determined problem.
Symmetric Mixing Model
Although intuitive, the mixing parameter α as it is presented needs a re-parametrisation because it describes a non-symmetrical problem. Consider for instance the case of gure 3 where frame n is corrected with respect to frame n − 1 with a non-linear mapping t 0 : u → u 2 .
The inverse mapping, that corresponds to the icker from n + 1 to n, is t
The problem is that u → √ u cannot be derived as linear proportion of u → u 2 . This means that restoring frame n from n−1 requires a dierent model than restoring frame n−1 from n. This asymmetry articially increases the model complexity and is also a potential issue in the parameter ltering stage.
The key to the re-parametrisation is to realise that for any mapping t, both t and t −1 are reected across the identity axis u = v. Consider then the following new mixing parameter γ that is measured perpendicularly to the identity axis u = v. This is illustrated on gure 4.
Since the mixing is done perpendicularly to the identity axis, the way to express γ is to rotate the joint intensity space (u, v) by π/4. Denote as (q, r) the new intensity representations:
and resp.
With this new intensity representations, the mapping
The parametrisation is these QR coordinates is then straightforward:
where s 0 corresponds to the icker characteristic function t 0 in the QR coordinates. The mixing parameter γ controls the icker strength in a symmetric way. For γ = 0, there is no icker, and q → −γs 0 (q) corresponds to the inverse mapping of q → γs 0 (q).
Thus within this new model, to estimate the icker strength between two images u and v at a particular point x, it is sucient to convert (u(x), v(x)) into (q(x), r(x)) and then derives γ(x) by 
Applying the Flicker Compensation
Once the icker strength γ(x) has been estimated for each pixel x, the problem is to nd the corresponding mapping u → t γ (u). In the QR system this mapping is simply given by q → γs 0 (q), thus it remains to express this mapping back in the UV coordinates to obtain t γ . This can be done by numerically inverting the QR transformation for γs 0 . The inversion would however involve the linear interpolation of the whole mapping. Since this has to be done for every pixel, this is potentially time consuming.
To avoid the complete evaluation of the mapping, an iterative solution is proposed. As observed on gure 5, for a particular pixel x with observed intensity u 0 , the target value v 0 = t γ (u 0 ) corresponds to the intersection of the axis u = u 0 and the icker mapping curve q → γs 0 (q).
Since the mapping t γ is monotonic (see appendix), the intersection can then be found by iteratively projecting on the icker curve q → s q (q) and u = u 0 . The procedure is as follows: 
Flicker Compensation
Drawing from previous works [2, 5] , the icker compensation is done here by ltering the icker parameters.
Relying on more than one estimation is actually critical in this case. The problem is that at a ne resolution, the icker can also explain occlusions due to local motion. It is then very dicult to dissociate between icker and occlusions without having to resort to complex estimation methods. This would also require the use of motion vectors, which are always delicate to manipulate, especially in this case because the motion estimation is deteriorated by the presence of icker. But by using a ltering approach, the dissociation between icker and occlusions can be handled by the temporal lter. From a temporal point of view, the icker artefact is an impulsive noise whereas an occlusion has a causal behaviour (before and after occlusion). This is apparent on Figure 6 where the variations of γ have been plotted for two pixel locations. Hence using a low pass lter yields an implicit icker removal.
The compensation scheme is thus as follows. For the current frame, the rst step is to estimate the icker parameters that match the neighbouring frames levels. This is done using equation (8) 
Results
in-scene Sequence.
The overall method has been tested on 2 challenging sequences. The rst one is a modern footage with in-scene icker (see Figure 7) . The restoration is performed using a purely linear model as described in equation 9, at a 3×3 pixel resolution and using motion registration as described in the compensation paragraph.
A common evaluation of deicker results is to trace the evolution of the global mean intensity. The intensity curve is spiky in presence of icker, thus a smoothness of the curve gives an indication on the deicker improvements. This is however only realistic for relatively clean sequences and not for archive sequences. The average mean is traced in Figure 9 for the in-scene sequence. The original sequence corresponds to the blue plot, the proposed results to the green one and Roosmalen's results to the red dashed plot. It is visible that Roosmalen's compensation tends to drift after a while, whereas the ltering approach oers a better lock. To evaluate the restoration quality at a local scale, the intensity is measured on a small area of the images and plotted on Figure 10 . The graph conrms that in contrast with Roosmalen's method, the proposed method is able to stabilise the brightness levels even on small areas.
It is however well acknowledged that this assessment to existing methods like [5] since, as seen on gure 13, the diagonal structure cannot be removed when using this method [5] . To better appreciate the dierence, an enhanced view of the dierence between both restored versions is shown on the right. Recall that the procedure is to iteratively nd the intersection with the icker mapping t γ and then project on u = u 0 . At iteration n, denote as (u 0 , v n ) the projection on u = u 0 . The rst step is to project this point parallely to the second diagonal onto the icker mapping t γ . Denote as (u n , v n = t γ (u n )) this point. The point is then projected onto u = u 0 thus v n+1 = v n . Consider the case where t γ (u 0 ) < u 0 . The intersection occurs then for u n > u 0 and it holds also that v n = v n+1 < v n . Because t γ > 1, it follows that t γ (u 0 ) < t γ (u n ) = v n+1 < v n . Thus the sequence {v n } n converges. The same results holds if t γ (u 0 ) > u 0 . 
Original
Histogram based [5] proposed method restoration dierence Figure 13 : Flicker Removal Comparison with the method described in [5] . On the top left the original frame. On the top right the frame restored by the histogram based technique of [5] at order 6. On the bottom right the restored frame using this method. The dierence between both restorations is displayed on the bottom right (the dierence has been enhanced to help the reader).
